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reens and blues fill-up the
tropical sphere in the
furniture and homeware
trends this spring. Whether
it’s adding potted greenery
to space or putting up full
tropical-inspired wallpaper,
the tropical trend is here to stay.
The Resene Wallpaper
Collection 1906-131-02 is a
multi-layered, multi-dimensional
art piece. You can’t miss as it
completely transforms any space
into a botanical wonderland. The
green hue found in this wallpaper
is similar to Resene Permanent
Green.
Something that is slightly
different from your usual palm
leaf tropical throw pillow is the

Velvet Cushion by Vanilla Fly.
Its long silhouette allows for
maximum comfort whilst the
large lion print right on the front
of the design makes you look
twice. It’s luxurious and detailed
making it a perfect addition to any
hotel room. The large lion print
in a black velvet texture is a deep
colour like Resene Charcoal.
The delicate leaf print on these
glass vases is what makes these
pieces so gorgeous and intricate.
The detailed leaf veins seen on the
Embossed Lead Impression vase
by Gisela Graham and the Kendra
Green Glass Vase by Parlane not
only pair well together but also
gives a unique character when
placed in a room individually.
Further, being able to see the
stalks of your floral arrangements
is a small detail that goes a long
way. These two vases are
close in colour to Resene
Nourish and Resene
Green Smoke
respectively.
The Malavike
Patchwork Toby
Footstool by Voyage

Maison brings
a homey feel to
any room. This
chic ottoman
highlights
tropical elements
throughout the
patchwork print
and adds flavour
to any lounge
setting. Enliven dull couches
with a pop of colour given with
this footstool. The green and
blue hues in this footstool
are similar to Resene
Hullabaloo.
A tropical-themed
space cannot be complete
without a potted plant.
Faux plants are perfect
for hotels with a busy
schedule, they’re an easy
fuss-free addition to your
greenery collection. The
faux Rogue Monsteria Plant
by Freedom brings a chilledout vibe with a slightly tropical
look. The abundance of leaves
will freshen up every corner
whilst the vibrant hue is very
close to Resene Log Cabin. l
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